21 in 21 Act 2

(Hope, Sgurr Eilde
Mór, Glas)

A Foxy is the combined traverse of
a loch or lake (over 1km) and the
summiting of a mountain (over 2,000
ft) bearing the same name; there are
21 Foxys. (See May, p21.)

Just north of Altnaharra there is a road junction with a sign. It says
‘Hope’ and it points to a single track road leading off into the high
moorland. If Reacher was here this would be the road he would take.
However, the other sign points, interestingly, to ‘Tongue’. Maybe I
should go there.
I departed Lairg at 5.30am for an early ascent of Ben Hope, the most
northerly of the Munros. It is said that if you are on the summit on a
midsummer’s night the sun does not set on the horizon. The weather
forecast was hopeful but as I descended the narrow track past Dun
Dornaigil broch the top half of the mountain was shrouded in cloud,
not quite what I was hoping for. There were no other cars parked up
and I start my solitary journey up the mountain just after 7am. The

The Strathmore River seen from Ben Hope.

initial ascent was not particularly pleasant, steep and boggy in most
places until the ridge was reached and after that the ground underfoot
eased into a firmer rockier base. The path is reasonably well defined
and as I ascended through light cloud there was a hint of warmth from
the early morning sun. I reached the summit trig point after 2 hours
and stopped for rest. There was an occasional break in the cloud to
the east but below me on the west, still hidden, was Loch Hope where
the previous year the idea of the Foxy’s Mountains & Lochs came into
being. It’s a great paddle with the imposing bulk of Ben Hope ever
present; the only downside on that day was being enveloped in a midge
cloud whilst reloading the kayaks onto the roof of the car. I was still
spitting them out after a couple of hours. The descent was not fast with
the last section between the ridge and the road slow and boggy and
slippery and as I descended I started meeting the crowds on their way
up. It must be ‘take your dog to the mountain day’ as everyone appeared
to have one with him; some were well behaved, others were roaming
free and one had turned back and was waiting in the car park, much
to the consternation of its owner halfway up the mountain. Back at the
car park I brewed a coffee, had a second breakfast and then drove back
towards Lairg.

Ben Hope, head in the clouds, from the remains of Dun Dornaigil by the Strathmore River approaching Loch Hope.
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